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Let Y be the set of the irrational numbers in the interval [ -4. $1 and B, be the 
u-algebra of Bore1 sets in Y. In this paper we establish a class of probability 
measures on (Y, B,) under which the digits of the nearest continued fraction expan- 
sion are stochastically independent and identically distributed random variables. 
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1. hTR00ucT10~ 
Let { Y, BY) be a measurable space, where Y is the set of the irrational 
numbers in the interval [ -4, t] and B, is the a-algebra of Bore1 sets of Y. 
For any y E Y define 
E,(Y) = sign Y, 
E,(Y) = 
1 
[!.?$!?I if {!?!ijd}<f 
F-1 El(Y) + 1 if i I EI(Y) >‘. Y Y 2 
Since E, ( y)/y - GI~( y ) is in Y, this process may be continued indefinitely and 
a unique sequence of digits (E,, tx,), n E N*, is defined for each y such that 
(1.1) 
We note that E,E { - 1, 1) and cx,~i\P\{O, 1) such that E,+,+cx,,~~, 
nEN*. 
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The expression (1.1) is called nearest continued fraction expansion of y. 
We shall denote the right member of (1.1) by 
El, &2,-. [ 1 ’ a,, (x2,... 
As is well known a,,(. ). E,,( . ), n E N*, may be considered as random 
variables almost surely defined on [ -4, 41 with respect to any probability 
measure assigning 0 to the set of the rational numbers (~articularfy, with 
respect to the Lebesquc measure). 
The goal of this work is to characterize probability measures on B, 
under which so a,(. ) as E,(. ), n E N*, are stochastically independent and 
identically distributed (iid.) random variables. As a consequence all the 
classic or functional limit theorems will may be applied. 
On the other hand, this question belongs to a larger interest round of the 
continued fraction expansions with i.i.d. digits which is connected with 
several physical processes such as (i) one-dimensional particle diffusion 
with random spatial transfer rates, (ii) low-temperature properties of the 
random one-dimensional Heisenberg ferro-ma~et, (iii) electrical lines of 
random conductances and capacitances (see Kaijser [6]). 
We mention that the problem of i.i.d. digits was solved by Bore1 [l] and 
Salem [8] for D-adic expansions and by Spataru [9] for ordinary con- 
tinued fraction expansions. 
Section 2 deals with the functional equation satisfied by the mentioned 
above probability measures while in Section 3 the structure of their dis- 
tribution functions is described. A remark on the structure theorem is given 
in Section 4. 
In the following we shall use the notation: 
N*= (1,2,3 ,... >, 
N= (0, 1, 2 ,... }, 
-N= (..., -2, -LO), 
Z=(-N)uN*, 
Y = the set of irrationals in [ - 4, f J, 
R = the set of real numbers, 
a+ = max(a, 0), a E R, 
[a] = integral part of a E R, 
G=(&+ 1)/2, 
(.Y = Y’), means that the first m pairs of digits 
(xi, ci) in the continued fraction to the nearer 
integer expansion of y are the same as the 
first m in the expansion of y’. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let us consider the nth rest of y 
Then 
r,(y) = 
%+1(Y) 
k+,(y)+r,+,(y)’ 
n E N. 
Let X=Z\{-l,O, l} and U=(YxX)\([-$,01x(-2,2}). 
Define U: U -+ Y by 
1 
i+y 
if ib2 
U(Y, 4 = 
1 
i-y 
if i< -2. 
If we denote a;=.sk.tlkr then r,=u(clk+,, r,+,). 
First, we are interested to determine probability measures I under which 
the tlA(. ) are i.i.d. random variables. To this end we establish the necessary 
conditions for A (consequently, for the distribution function generated by 
this) such that the c(L( .) are i.i.d. 
Let pi”)(y) be a version of the conditional probability 
4r, = u(i, y) I rn + 1 = Yh i E X, y E Y. 
If F, is the distribution function of r,,, then we obtain 
(2.1) 
F,,(x) = j”’ i(r,~xlr,+,=y)dF~+,(y) 
~- l/2 
s 
112 
= ~(u(~,~~+~)6xlr,+~=~)dF,+~(y) 
~ l/2 
Assuming that pi”)(y) E pi(y) and F, E F, n E N, we get the formula 
F(x)= l’:, c pi(y) WY), XER. (2.2) 
rcx U(),i)<X 
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The behaviour of the distribution function F was studied in [7]. Namely, if 
the conditions H and U (which we list below) hold, then there exists a uni- 
que distribution function F assigning probability 1 to Y which satisfies 
(2.2). Moreover, F has one of the next forms: 
(1) F has a jump of magnitude 1 at one of the points yi, where 
y,=2-I(-i+Jzi), i > 2. 
This occurs when p,(y,) = 1. 
(2) F is identical to Gauss-type absolutely continuous distribution 
function with density 
(log G)-‘(x+ G)-’ if O<x<2-’ 
P(X) = 
(logG))‘(x+G+l)-’ if -2-‘<x<O. 
This occurs when 
/ 
Pi(Y)= ’ 
/ 
Y+G 
(y+NG(y+i)+ 11 
if i>2, y>O 
Y+G 
(Y - i)C(G + 1 MY - 4 - 11 
if i< -2, ~30 
y+G+l 
(Y+i)CG(y+i)+ll 
if i>2, y<O 
y+G+l 
b-i)CG(y-4-11 
if i-c -2, y<O, 
PAY)=P-z(Y)=0 for y<O. 
(3) F is continuous and purely singular. 
We now state the conditions H and U. 
CONDITION H. ckE,ni=, (1 -E,)= co, where 
Em= sup 1 {(ai(Y)+cr~j(Y)-max(oi-,(Y)+a-i+I(Y),a;(Y’) 
(Vf .v’)m is 2 
+a-i(y’)))+ +(oi(y’)+O-i(y’)-max(~i-r(y’) 
+ c-i+ ICY’)3 ai( a-i(Y)))+ > 
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and 
a,(y)=o-,(y)=O, 
g.i(Y)= i P,(Y), fJ j(Y)= f PLY). i > 2. 
I=2 [= -~2 
CONDITION U. Te series C ic x p,(y) is uniformly convergent with 
respect to y E Y. 
3. THE STRUCTURE THEOREM 
We note that (cz;),,~~ I is a sequence of independent random variables if 
and only if & is stochastically independent of rn, for each n. On the other 
hand (r,J, E N is a sequence of identically distributed variables if and only if 
the finite-dimensional distributions of c& are stationary in time. 
Further, assume that (a;), t N. is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables 
such that 
I(& = i) = pi, iEX,nEN*. 
From the remarks above it follows that F, E F, n E N and 
(3.1) 
pi”‘(y)=l(r n =u(y i)jr 7 n+l=Y) 
=n(&+,= ilrn+l =Y) 
= Pi, 
where i E X, n E N, y E Y. Therefore the Conditions H and U are trivialy 
valid and (2.2) becomes 
F(x) = j”2 c P~WY), XER. (3.2) 
~ l/2 rcx 
u(y.i)<x 
Thus the measures I under which the crk are i.i.d. random variables are 
given by the solution of the functional equation (3.2) such that 
A([-f,x]n Y)=F(x), -+<x<;. 
In what follows we are given an arbitrary distribution probability 
P = (Pi)ic X on X. Further, our aim is to solve the functional equation 
F(x) = j”’ C Pi dF(X), -+<x<t. (3.3) 
~ l/2 isX 
u(.v,i)<x 
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THEOREM 3.1. (a) Zf there exists i such that pi= 1 then F has a jump of 
magnitude 1 at the point yi = 2 -‘(-i + m). 
(b) Ifpi< 1 for any iEX, then 
where 
El ,..., Ex= [ 1 3 rB1 ff I ,..*> a, 
i&=&a&, 1 dk<r,E,,= 1, 
The solution of (3.3) defines a probability measure 1 under which the ran- 
dom variables aA, n EN*, are stochastically independent and identically dis- 
tributed. 
Proof: For i>2, XE c--t, $1 we have 
F(&) -F(k) = I::, Pk dF(y) 
(i+x)-‘<(k 
= p,F(x). (3.4) 
Analogously, for i< -2, XE [ -;,;I we obtain 
Pk WY) 
= Pdl - F(X) ), (3.5) 
Letting x = 4 in (3.4) and x = -4 in (3.5) it follows 
F(&)eF(&)=Pi3 iEX. (3.6) 
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Next, we note that 
and denote 
if i>2 
- 
if i>2 
Thus, 
According to (3.4) and (3.5) we have 
F(&)=F(&)-P~“x). i> 2, (3.4’) 
F(~)=F(~)-p’(‘-F(x)), i< -2. (3.5’) 
Let us consider a rational number x in [ -$, 1 J. Then 
x=[:::z::::::zj, reN*. 
Denote 
ik=&k’ak7 l,<k<r 
It follows that 
I 
1 -, 
i, +x, 
i, 3 2 
x,=x53-= 
@,+x2 1 
-, 
i,-Xx, 
i,d -2 
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and by making use of (3.4’) and (3.5’) we obtain 
F(il-]I/Z))-pi~F’X2) if i, 3 2 
F(x,)= 
F(il-i1/2)) 
- p,(l- F(x2)) if i, < -2. 
Therefore 
By iteration and assuming Ed = 1 we get 
k=l 
Now: we are prepared to prove (a). Let i > 2 be such that pi = 1 and put 
X(‘,r) 1, I,... 3 1 = 
L-1 1, I,..., i ’ 
r times 
From (3.7) it follows that 
F(x(‘~*~)) = F(0) 
and 
F(x Wn-l1))=I; + F(0). 
On the other hand, (3.4’) and (3.5’) imply the equalities 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
for any k # i. Then for 2 <k < i - 1 we obtain 
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F 
Thus 
F 
1 
( > 
- =1, 
i- (l/2) 
and therefore 
F(x('.~- I')= 1 + F(O), (3.10) 
for any n E N*. 
Let us now study the sequences (~(~3~~‘)~~ N* and (x(~,~‘- ‘))nE N.. The kth 
convergent of (xCi”) ) is the fraction pkjqk defined by 
pk -= 
’ qk 
k times 
Then the pk’s and qk’s satisfy the recurrence formulae 
Pk=zpkLl+pk&2, qk=lqk-I+qk-2, (3.11) 
where, by convention, p- , = 1, p. = 0, q-, = 0 and q. = 1. It follows that 
Pz Pk (-I)” 
(3.12) 
--=- 
qk-1 qk qkqk-1’ 
kcN, 
and qkqk ~ 1 3 0, k E N. Therefore the odd convergent are larger than the 
next even convergent. On the other hand from (3.11) we get 
pk-2 pk (-I)“-~‘i ---= kcN 
qkp2 qk qkqk-2 ’ 
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and therefore the sequence (x(~,*“))~~~. is increasing while the sequence 
(x(i.2n-- 1) 
) n E N. is decreasing. Since 
.pn) < yi < #.2n- I), nfN* 
and X(i.2n) + yi, X(i.2n- 1) + yi as n + co it results that F has a jump of 
magnitude 1 at the point y;. Therefore the form of F is established in the 
case (a). 
It remains to prove that if the measure ,J with the distribution function F 
defined in (b) is considered then the crh are i.i.d. random variables. 
Actually, for any i E X, n E N*, on account of (3.7) and continuity of F at 
the rational points we have 
l(ai=i)= 1 ,l(ai=i,, ldmdn-l;&=i) 
il,...,i, -  1 l X  
= 1 A(a(il ,..., i,- ,, i) < r. < B(il ,..., i,- ,, i)) 
il,...,inm t E X 
n-l 
= 1 rl[ Pim(si-Si+l) 
i ,...., in-,tXrn=l 
= pi, 
where 
ff(i, )“‘, i,) = min (in:::::: z: :]. [ “h6:“L,31]), 
B(i ,,...,i~,=-ax([~::::::~::],[‘~::::.e~~~~]). 
Whence cr: are identically distributed variables. Also, the relation 
4 al,=i,, 1 <m<n)= fi pi,= fi A(ak=i,) 
m=l m=l 
follows from the above equalities and this ends the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.2. The measures A dejked by F given as in Theorem 3.1 
determine a,,( + ), n E iV*, to be stach~ti~ally independent and identically dis- 
tributed random variables with distribution (p _ i + pifi a 2. 
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Proof: We have 
I,(!& = i) = A(@.:, = i) + A(c(:, = -i) 
=p,+p- I 
for any HEN*, i>2. 
COROLLARY 3.3. The measures A defined by F given as in Theorem 3.1 
determine E,( ’ ), n E N*, to be stochastically independent and identically dis- 
tributed random variables with Bernoulli distribution of parameter 
ProoJ: Applying Theorem 3.1, we get 
for any n E N*. 
4. REMARK 
The formula given by Theorem 3.1 provides examples of non decreasing, 
continuous functions F defined on C--t, +] (F( - 4) = 0, F(s) = 1) which are 
purely singular. We note that if y and y’ are in Y such that (y = y’),,, then 
IF(Y) - F(Y’)I = fi p$Tr,(y)) -F(r,(y’))l. (4.1) 
m=l 
Clearly, the necessary and sufficient condition for F to be strict increasing 
is all pi to be positive. Otherwise F is constant on a denumerable union of 
disjoint intervals whose complement is a perfect set (of Cantor-type) with 
Lebesgue measure zero. As the existence of continuous, strict increasing 
and singular functions is a profound mathematical problem it seems that 
our direct construction of such functions provides another approach. 
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